Left atrial dilatation resulting from chronic mitral regurgitation decreases spatiotemporal organization of atrial fibrillation in left atrium.
Atrial conduction properties have been shown to differ among animal atrial fibrillation (AF) models of rapid atrial pacing (RAP), chronic mitral regurgitation (MR), and control. We hypothesized that these conduction differences would continue with the onset of AF, which would affect AF spatiotemporal organization, resulting in model-specific characteristics of AF. With frequency domain analysis of electrograms acquired from high-density optical mapping, AF from the right (RA) and left (LA) atrium in animals with RAP and MR were compared with control animals. At follow-up, the hearts were excised and perfused, and optical action potentials were recorded from a 2 x 2-cm area each of the RA and LA free wall with a 16 x 16 photodiode array. AF was induced with extra stimuli, several 2.4-s AF episodes were recorded in each dog, and a fast Fourier transform was calculated. The dominant frequency (DF) was determined, and the organization (organization index, OI) was calculated as the ratio of the area under the dominant peak and its harmonics to the total area of the spectrum. All possible pairs of electrograms for each episode were cross-correlated. LA AF in the chronic MR model showed an increase in the highest DF, the number of DF domains, and in frequency gradient compared with AF in control or RAP models. In addition, there was a decrease in OI and in the correlation coefficients in the LA of the MR model. These results suggest that the AF substrate in the MR model may be different from that of control or RAP models.